
We are here, received your message, happy to have you here once again. 

May I ask where you are located  

Lumerian Empire  

are you a family (asking if they were a family group), no we’re are the Lumerian Council here to assist 

you. We recognized your beacon and we were most excited to contact you. The work you have selected 

to perform at this moment is of great performance, we are also here as your equal to assist you and say 

hooray for you nobility in action, your active duty on the planet is not going unrecognized as many 

others you come in contact with, work with, learn and adapt your learning style from you have already 

learned here to just let the mind open up and we are the channel from which you can receive 

information.  

Nandia and Natalia and Grobeck are here together with my self Luchisa (lushia) we are on a ship to the 

right of your in the western north sky our coordinates are  (n or m) sixty three, forty two, r ninety five  

 

I feel like there is something off in my energetic system, I am curious why I can go into another human 

form and clean up their space but when it comes to my own it is a challenge.  

You are processing information and your body has asked for you to listen and you are ignoring that. You 

are not going in as you say to your own body. Feel the location in the neck shoulders sacrum of the left 

bodily form in the back let’s start at the to scan your body 

I took a few moments here to relax the body starting at the neck and the pain or strain went away,  

I notice as I heal my body heats up like an oven whether I am healing myself or others, is there a reason 

for that like last night with J do I need to release that so that does not happen,  

Why judge that you are creating and generating energy for healing work this is good it is needed to 

penetrate the body. Relax into this moment and release any and all tension you feel within your body 

your creatures will respect your space, of course they desire your love and connection just as any human 

being would but lighten up do not be so hard on them, they are here for you now ‘ 

Can you accept the nowness of you right now? Yes  

What my dear one are you reaching for 

Just be the presence of your divine self 

Should I be doing more 

As in what, strengthen your energy your connection still yet you just reach out sending your beacon 

without the proper direction, we are finding it amusing but can see where it can be frustrating for you as 

you realize there are so many others here, more than you can even image and yet we are all one, you 

have touched a different star system location, group of us each and every time. We are all partners in 

this  



But what about our government system, this is painful to see and to witness, we see the brainwashing 

and the manipulation that they do on your planet and people follow like mules and become stubborn. 

There soul is lost and they unfortunately may not break through this experience, the close minded are 

so unaware of the beingness of all that is why for we are here as a light of hope that you should be in 

the ascension and awakening process no longer shall you be close minded.  

You see them as androids following a program, a game they do not realize that they are playing it and 

someone else is controlling the joystick. They are not in control of their own lives rather the puppet at 

the end of the string, plugged into the negative archaic system 

Many of you are walking up and still more to come to waken the souls we send love than light to you 

dear one, your mission is a token be still until next time.  


